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Language and 
Empathy in 
this Session

My goal is to use people-first 
language; please don’t assume that I 
am using words purposely to imply 
advantage/disadvantage/lack of 
empathy/marginalization

Each of us comes from a different 
place, with different backgrounds, 
experiences and understandings; if I 
have not included a perspective, 
please help me do so (Welcoming in)



How this book came 
about:
• Working in PLCs over years and navigating the 

urgent/burning questions from new and 
experienced teachers about how to inspire 
students and create meaningful, engaged 
learning experiences

• Digging into the research about what works in 
teaching and learning and putting all the 
information together into lesson design that 
supports meaningful learning (and happier 
teachers)



Teachers work hard!  What is a “good day” for 
a teacher?  
• Building (and supporting) relationships that result in learning

• A calm and orderly classroom with clear instructions (that students follow) 
and smooth transitions

• When kids discuss, question and understand

• Engaged, excited students (e.g. when they love the book they are reading 
or the topic we’re learning about)

• When students pay attention to learning

• A chance to teach in small, guided groups (not just reading!)

• Really being able to use assessment to guide instruction

• Less marking! 



Lesson Design that Inspires 
Meaningful Learning



Turn and Talk

• Think about a great lesson you 
taught or observed!   

• What are the characteristics of great 
lessons?



Maximizing Learning 
through Lesson Design 

✓Welcoming students into learning

✓Sharing learning goals and success 
criteria

✓Input and modelling

✓Ensuring guided and independent 
practice

✓Checking for understanding

✓Closure
(Based on Madeline Hunter, Instructional Theory into Practice)



Planning is at the heart of meaningful learning

Principles of Inspiring Meaning Learning (pp. 11-13): 

• Share the stage (teachers aren’t the only knowledgeable 
person in the room, or the only person who can assess 
learning)

• Share the choosing of texts (we all have preferences; 
consider difficulty)

• Share the secret (of learning) (it’s not a secret)

• Share the importance (not because the curriculum says 
so or because it will be important in Grade 11)

• Share talk (Who does most of the talking? What do you 
say?)

• Share the world (Forge ahead? Or make it relevant?)



In my experience, It 
all comes down to 
designing lessons 
that incorporate… 

(IML, page 11)

Model is based on Shulman, L. (1986)



The Lesson 
Design

(pp. 21-23)





Guided and 
Independent Practice

• Turn and Talk:  Pick a grade 
range.  What can students 
typically do independently?
(p. 91)

• K/1

• Grades 2-5

• Grades 7-8

• Guided instruction can only be 
effective if the other students are 
working productively and 
independently





(p. 101)
• Observation t-charts (+/- or Next steps) based on learning goal and 

success criteria
• Self-assessments related to the learning goal and success criteria
• Conversations that promote rapport 
✓ Tell me more about thinking.
✓ What in the text made you think this?
✓ Thank you.  How did you know? 



Checks for Understanding —
Feedback  (p. 97)

There are a number of different 
types of feedback, and teachers 
may use each one at different 
points in the lesson/unit. This 
helpful chart explains three 

important types of feedback used 
during checks for understanding. 



Closure



Questions and 
Answers

bdzaldovphd@
gmail.com

Handouts

http://www.pembrokepublishers.com/data/tools/Inspiring%20Meaningful%20Learning%20Sampler.pdf

